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Introduction 
 The one goal of Humanity is to achieve a final lasting peace between all our brothers and sisters 
throughout the world.  We must look to God to help us to find the love that we need to share in a 
human community that has so much unresolved conflict.  We cannot understand why God cannot help 
us to finally end the conflicts that we have between all our brothers and sisters throughout the world. 

 Another goal for Humanity is to work together as brothers and sisters and with God to end 
human pain and suffering all over the world.  We want so much for all our brothers and sisters to 
emerge from suffering, poverty, and disease.  We want to be able to share our love with all our brothers 
and sisters all over the world to make their lives more livable without their pain and suffering. 

 We want to enter a new era in Humanity’s relationship with God.  We want to stop hurting each 
other.  We want to stop hurting God.  We want to stop giving God justifiable excuses and justifiable 
reasons to discipline us in a way that causes pain and suffering for us and for all those that love us. 

 Salvation is a goal that we should dream of achieving.  It is all about uniting our entire Human 
Family all over the world to try to join God in a loving bond that will convince God and all of us that 
suffering is no longer necessary for all human beings on the Planet Earth.  We must achieve Salvation by 
promising God that we have learned from centuries of conflicts and misbehaviors that we cannot 
continue to abuse Him and to abuse each other. 

 Salvation would be the end of a long struggle between the Forces of Good and the Forces of Evil.  
The Forces of Evil have been trying to destroy human life in God’s Universe for thousands of years.  We 
will achieve Salvation when the Forces of Evil will no longer exist for us.  The Forces of Evil will disappear 
from God’s Universe.  All intelligent life in the Universe will pledge allegiance to God by the way that we 
will love Him forever. 

 Salvation is about rejecting reasons to have hateful thoughts about hurting our brothers and 
sisters here in the United States and all over the world.  We must love our brothers and sisters even if 
they do things that do not agree with us and that make us angry.  We must always be ready to show 
help, affection, and caring when our brothers and sisters in this country and all over the world 
desperately need our help. 

 Salvation represents an Omnipresence of God and a Global Absence of Evil.  God will be 
everywhere that we go.  Evil will no longer exist everywhere that we go.  We will be able to enjoy our 
relationships with God without facing the temptations and injuries that evil used to cause for humans in 
God’s Universe. 

 Salvation is an existence where the need to injure and/or to destroy human life will no longer 
exist in our lives.  Death will disappear from God’s Universe.  We will find ways to live forever and to no 
longer suffer through accidental wrongful deaths, murders, suicides, and deaths caused by illnesses.  We 
will be given the gift of eternal life because we will finally have the capacity to understand the Supreme 
Being that created us.  We will convince God that death no longer serves any purpose in His Universe.  
We will want him to consider Human life for all His sons and daughters throughout the world. Salvation 
is a never-ending loving relationship between God, and all our brothers and sisters in God’s world.  
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What Do We Do Wrong with God? 
We Ignore God 

 God is part of our everything that we do in our everyday lives.  Everything that we eat and drink 
comes from God.  Every medicine that we take for our illnesses comes from God.  Our personal safety 
from the Criminal Justice System comes from God.  God supports us in our jobs.  God supports us as 
parents and as children and adults. 

 Do we give God the credit that He deserves for everything that He provides for us?  What about 
the water that we drink.  When was the last time that you would think about God when you would drink 
a bottle of spring water?  He must be a very generous God if we get spring water for free and get God’s 
authorization to sell it at a 100% markup. 

 Do we get down on our knees and pray to God when we order a cheeseburger and a soft drink 
at a local fast-food restaurant?  God gave farmers the cattle for our cheeseburger for free.  God gave the 
sugar cane and corn meal to special farmers that they could sell it to soda manufacturers.  Again, they 
receive these food products from God, they sell the products at a 100% markup, and they do not 
recognize that God had anything to do with it at all. 

 We want to thank God for the blessings that He has given to us over the last thousands of years.  
God has been very generous to us.  He really wants us to enjoy the new technologies that we now enjoy.  
We wonder how God can be such a magician to produce electronic devices like cell phones that work so 
perfectly with us.  Did we ever say a prayer to thank God for the fact that we can now use a cell phone 
after buying one at a local cellular store?  Ignoring God is a big problem for Humanity. 

Living Without God’s Help 
 God wants to help us to achieve everything that we seek to accomplish.  God wants to be part of 
every success that we can achieve.  God wants to celebrate our successes with us. 

 The mistake that we make is that we cannot accomplish anything without God’s help.  We must 
rely on God’s help to make sure that our projects will not just fall apart.  We need God’s guidance so 
that we will use skills that we do not have to build and to complete complicated projects.  We need 
God’s help to design our goals and to be able to have a reasonable chance to be able to achieve those 
goals. 

 We need God’s help to function as a human being.  We need His help to recover from a tragedy.  
We need God’s help when we are sick.  We need God’s help when our family is about to fall apart.  
Rejecting God’s help can cause any of us to commit a crime, to be admitted to a psychiatric facility, to 
become homeless, or even to die. 

 We cannot survive in the real world if we have achieved a detachment from God.  We will 
continue to disintegrate if we continue to ignore God.  We will become mentally ill progressively until 
we will just fall apart in front of Humanity and in front of our loved ones.  Falling away from God can 
have very serious consequences in the future. 
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God Has Us Under Surveillance  
 God loves all of us whether we want to recognize that He exists in our lives.  God watches over 
everything that we do.  God understands the way that each of us thinks.  God understands what we 
need to survive.  God has the power to get us help regardless of whether we can detect it. 

 Some people think that they can break laws and that they can hurt people without being held 
responsible for their thoughts and actions.  These types of people have no idea about who God is in 
their lives.  They have no interest in pursuing a relationship with God.  Their goal is about hurting 
themselves and is about hurting others. 

 God will probably detect this problem before anyone else does.  No one can escape the 
punishment of the criminal justice system when they commit crimes.  That is because God is an 
incredible prosecutor. He will not allow anyone to profit from hurting people or from committing 
crimes. 

 People that are detached from God have the impression that they can find ways to commit 
crimes while escaping arrests, prosecutions, and punishments.  There are a lot of surveillance cameras 
out there.  God is the most powerful surveillance camera network that operates at every location of this 
planet.  People that are detached from God will face the reality of what they have done wrong by 
rejecting their relationship with God.  

 We must find some way to stop our brothers and sisters from achieving a detachment from 
God.   We must help everyone to understand the benefits of having a healthy relationship with God in 
their lives. 

Hurting Ourselves and Others 
 God does not tolerate suicidal thinking.  Suicidal thinking is another consequence of a person’s 
detachment from God.  No one has the right to destroy himself or herself.  We should address this 
problem in grammar schools and in high schools.  We must convince our young adults to see the 
warning signs.  They must decide to seek to receive emergency psychiatric treatment for fantasizing 
about committing suicide. 

 Our students must understand that they will face incarceration whenever they use violence 
against another human being.  They must understand that violence has no positive benefits.  Our 
students must understand the consequences of incarceration.  They must understand what it is like to 
be removed from Humanity for the rest of their lives.  They must understand the consequences of using 
violence to end your existence as a human being as part of God’s Human Family. 

 We must provide resources for our children and young adults that will give them help if they 
feel like hurting themselves or if they feel like hurting others.  That might be a mental health center.  
That might be an emergency room of a psychiatric facility.  That might be a Substance Abuse Recovery 
Center.  It could be an emergency shelter.  We just cannot let people drop dead because of suicidal and 
homicidal thinking and behaviors anymore.  We have to give our children and young adults options that 
will save their lives and would save them from incarceration throughout their entire lives. 
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High-Risk Sexual Behaviors   
 Promiscuous sexual behaviors intimidate God.  Having numerous sexual partners in the space of 
time of let us say six to twelve months can make God very angry.  Promiscuous sexual behaviors that are 
not meant to produce a pregnancy at all hurt God. 

 God loves all of us.  He loves heterosexuals.  He loves those that seek to exist in same-gendered 
relationships.  What we do not understand is that all of us answer to God with our sexual behaviors and 
with the motives behind our sexual behaviors.  God can bless us for our sexual behaviors or can punish 
us for our sexual behaviors. 

 God has created an epidemic of sexually transmitted diseases within Humanity.  God has done 
so because He has lost his patience with us.  The way that we have been behaving intimidates Him. 

 It is funny.  Most couples will not think about God during a childbirth.  They do think about God 
during a baptism.  They do not really think about God that much during the first two years of the 
development of a child.  However, their sexual activity has a very productive motivation.  It is to achieve 
parenthood. 

 Individuals that have rejected God’s request to consider achieving parenthood for their entire 
lives hurt God just by doing that.  God is very hurt and infuriated when two men try to get each other 
pregnant.  God believes that most of these men are very promiscuous and are not serious about forming 
a long-term relationship with anyone.  The same situation exists with women that fantasize about 
impregnating women. 

 God feels pain when He decides to infect someone with a Sexually Transmitted Disease.  There 
are just certain sexual behaviors that He cannot tolerate.  It is unfortunate that individuals that are 
sexually promiscuous with partners of the same gender do not understand what they have done wrong 
with God until it is too late for them. 

Substance Abuse as a Career 
 Our schools are not working for God when they do nothing to warn our children and young 
adults about the dangers of substance abuse.  Our kids graduate from our grammar schools, middle 
schools, and high schools with no idea about the dangers of substance abuse that await them. 

 God must personally incarcerate anyone that is involved with hurting himself or herself and/or 
others with illegal drugs and alcohol to protect the rest of the community.  Advanced Substance Abuse 
Intervention Training should be a part of every student’s training in the schools as children and as young 
adults. 

 God wants to stop incarcerations of His sons and daughters because they possess an illegal 
substance.  He wants our kids to stop being able to find these substances, these illegal drugs, once and 
for all.  God wants the problems that are caused by substance abuse to end.  We start that process by 
programming all of our children and young adults from the first grade to graduation from college to 
avoid illegal drugs, alcohol, tobacco, and firearms. 
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The Unemployed and Homeless 
 The one issue that we cannot understand is basic.  Why does God care about us? Why is it that 
God has no way to help homeless and unemployed people?  God gives us jobs, homes, salaries, and a 
family.  Why is it that no one cares about doing something homeless people? 

 Why does everyone lose their jobs in this country?  Why do we suffer through long-term 
unemployment here?  Why do college graduate have such a hard time in getting jobs? 

 What is the government doing about the job situation in this country?  Do they care that 
millions of people are working in low-wage or in minimum-wage jobs? 

 How does God want to reach these problems to try to solve them?  First, God must believe that 
our powerful political leaders care about the people whose lives have been ruined by a flat economy 
and by a flat job market.  We cannot be afraid to develop new technologies such as for the space 
program and clean energy to try to stimulate the economy. 

 We cannot continue to make God suffer by allowing our brothers and sisters to suffer with 
unemployment and homelessness.  We should feel guilty because of the way that we look when it 
seems that the upper class and the middle class do not care anything about this at all. 

 God must work with us to fix this economy once and for all.  This economy has been a disaster 
for decades.  We must invest in an economy that will produce jobs and opportunities for new companies 
for all of us.  That will come from God when we start to show God that we sincerely care about the 
unemployed and the homeless population of this country. 

Intimacy without the Intent to Conceive 
 God sees every act of intimacy between a man and a woman as a potential opportunity to 
create a new human life.  God is thrilled when He is successful when He conceives the human life.  He is 
thrilled when he will be able to present the new human life to his or her parents.  God is thrilled with 
sexual activity that will give Him a new opportunity to add to the population of His sons and daughter of 
His Human Family all over the world. 

 Some couples want to use birth control devices that seek to stop God from creating a new 
human life during sexual intimacy.  They seek to gain pleasure and sexual satisfaction by engaging in 
sexual intimacy.  They use birth control to incapacitate and to frustrate God in His efforts to create a 
new human life during sexual intimacy between a man and a woman. 

 There are problems with birth control.  There are many women that can tolerate it for a certain 
amount of time.  Many women get to a point when they may even want to end a relationship that 
repeatedly requires them to use birth control to prevent the conception of a new human life. 

 God is devastated when He cannot create a new human life during the sexual intimacy between 
a man and a woman.  There are numerous times when God can cause the birth control to fail.  Then the 
couple has to decide whether to consider an abortion.  Considering an abortion further infuriates God.  
God considers the successful prevention of the creation of a new human life during sexual intercourse 
between a man and a woman to be the death of a child that could have existed in His Life.  
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Broken Marriages  
 God cries when a marriage between a man and a woman ends.  It is even more painful when 
children are involved.  The disintegration of a family is one of the most painful experiences that God 
must deal with. 

 The abuse of birth control is one major reason for the collapse of a marriage.  Repeatedly asking 
a woman for sexual acts without the intent to conceive persistently injures her relationship with God.  
She can become very depressed when she loses multiple chances to become pregnant again and to try 
to give birth again.  She may start to feel angry and exploited in the relationship.  No woman needs to be 
subjected to sexual exploitation.  Men only discover that something has gone wrong when their spouse 
has separated from them or has filed for divorce. 

 A broken marriage that involves substance abuse is also a tragedy.  A couple is usually in default 
on their rent payments and on their utility payments because of their unemployment do to their 
substance abuse problems.  The adults are probably going hungry to have food to feed the babies and 
the kids. 

 A woman can only tolerate substance abuse in a live-in lover or a live-in husband before she will 
have to take the kids and will have to leave.  That is the demon of substance abuse that God is fighting 
all over the world.  God feels helpless when a man’s substance abuse has caused the collapse of his 
family.  God hurts for the kids and for the relatives of a broken family that has been destroyed by 
substance abuse problems. 

 A family can also collapse if a father or mother is indicted for committing a crime.  It could be 
any crime that might involve a firearm.  God might get to a point where He will feel that He has no 
choice.  An indictment comes from a mentality that a person has that he, she, and/or they can get away 
with committing crimes forever without having to face the consequences in front of the criminal justice 
system. 

Wrongful Deaths 
 No one has the justification to kill another person.  The military and law enforcement agencies 
have the impression that they sometimes have no choice.  You must shoot to kill if that order comes 
down from the commander. 

 Humanity must understand that God is the Supreme Being.  God creates all human life.  God 
decides when to create a human life.  God must decide when to take the human life by authorizing the 
death of a human life.   

 Absolutely no one has the right to sign an order that will authorize the homicide of another 
human being.  God must approve of a wrongful death.  Judges must understand that God is the Supreme 
Being that has created all life.  Judges have nothing to do with the creation of life or the death of a 
human life.  Only God has the jurisdiction over a life that will either continue to be alive or that will 
become deceased. 

 Police officers disrupt God and Humanity when they believe that we must tolerate what they 
call a justifiable wrongful death.  Humanity and God will not tolerate that. 
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What God Expects from Us 
We Cannot Be a Mutual Threat 

 God does not want any of us to emerge as a threat to ourselves and/or to others.  God does not 
want a psychiatric illness to make us a threat to ourselves and/or a threat to others.  God wants us to 
understand that we need to seek psychiatric care when we seem to feel the intent to hurt our self or to 
hurt others. 

 God wants to get people psychiatric help in medical facilities when they feel that they are on the 
edge of self-destruction.  Our psychiatrists and Behavioral Health Professionals are there at a local 
hospital or at a local substance abuse rehabilitation center in your area to help you.  God does help you 
when you are in a deep crisis when you feel that you might be hurting yourself.  You might be 
considering the intent to hurt yourself.  You may be contemplating the need to hurt others.  Our medical 
community wants to help you before you do something that you will regret and that everyone else will 
regret in you. 

 It is so important for student to understand that they must help a student that is threatening to 
hurt himself or herself by using illegal drugs or by wanting to attempt to commit suicide.  A fellow 
student might be contemplating the commission of a crime.   

 We must show sympathy and compassion for any one of our brothers and sisters that may be 
considering to hurt himself or herself.  These individuals need help from God and from Humanity.  Trying 
to destroy or to severely injure a human being that is on the brink of destroying himself or herself is 
overkill.  We need to make sure that our young adults will understand that God and Humanity loves 
them.  They need to understand that we are here to care for them.  We are here to save their lives when 
they contemplate hurting themselves and/or hurting each other. 

 We love our severely mentally ill brothers and sisters.  Our goal is not to seek them out to kill 
them or to incarcerate them.  Our goal is to help them so that they will not continue to be a threat to 
themselves and/or a threat to others. 
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Achieving Parenthood 
 God likes to create human and nonhuman life.  That is His purpose for existing.  He likes to work 
with prospective parents so that they will give Him the authorization to create a new human life.  
Achieving parenthood is the greatest honor that we can bestow upon God in our relationship with God. 

 God always wants prospective parents to understand the benefits of caring for babies and 
toddlers.  They give our adults joy and happiness.  They give our adults many reasons to continue to 
exist in God’s Universe. 

 God wants to create as much human life as is realistically possible.  He depends on us to 
continue to help us to help Him to continue the cycle of happiness and joy that comes to us and to God 
when we achieve parenthood. 

 The best way that we can reward God for giving us the opportunity to exist as part of Humanity 
is to accept the gift of a new human life with a partner of the opposite gender.  God wants our babies 
and toddlers to bring joy and happiness to all the child’s loved ones and all the friends of the family. 

 God has achieved His purpose to exist when He has worked with parents to successfully bring a 
new human life into the world.  God is flattered by the way that parents love their new additions to their 
family.  God wants to share in the joy that parents and family members share when He presents them 
with a new human life. 

 It is our obligation to God to achieve parenthood and to develop the new human lives that will 
come to us from God.  God deserves that from us and we owe that to Him. 

We Must Talk to God 
 God wants us to pray to him daily.  God wants us to talk to Him.  God wants us to share our 
problems and concerns with Him.  God wants us to share His advice and guidance with us. God loves us.  
Part of that love that God shows for us is His willingness and need to help us when we face problems in 
our lives. 

 We must talk to God as young adults to discover our destiny.  We must follow the guidance of 
God to achieve the role within Humanity that He wants us to achieve.  We all have a role to play when 
we are part of Humanity.  God guides us to be able to play that role so that we can help our brothers 
and sisters and so that we can honor God and Humanity. 

 There are times when we cannot understand how to do what is expected of us.  The job 
requirements at work might be very difficult to achieve.  The course requirements in school may be 
difficult to achieve.  However, we always must ability to work with God through prayer and through 
active communication so that we can find some way to perform in our jobs and in our schools. 

 We all answer to God on this planet.  We must be open to understand God’s grievances and 
concerns against us through our mutual communication with Him.  We can stop a disaster from 
happening if we do this.  We can also accomplish remarkable things with we listen to God’s concerns.  
We must be respectful to God and to allow Him to communicate with us throughout our lives. 
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We Must Love Others 
 We must show sympathy and compassion for our family members and for all our brothers and 
sisters throughout Humanity.  We must seek to understand the problems that they face.  We must try to 
understand why they face those problems.  We must communicate with God and with the Holy Spirit to 
try to understand the extent of the damage that our brothers and sisters face while we begin the 
process to try to help them. 

 We must try to help all of those in our communities that need help.  We cannot be selfish and 
tell ourselves that someone else’s suffering is none of our business.  The suffering of our brothers and 
sisters disrupts our entire Human Family.  We all suffer when we see the suffering that our brothers and 
sisters face. 

 God can help us to help others through our relationship with Him.  God can ask us to be merciful 
with another human being or with other human beings and to try to lift them out of their suffering.  God 
wants all of us to contribute to the ability of all our brothers and sisters to care about each other and to 
feel the need to help each other. 

 It is so sad when God detects hatred and malice between our brothers and sisters.  That must 
end in the future.  We have no reason to disgrace God by having a hatred toward others that drives us 
to want to injure them or to kill them.  We must understand the way that we make God suffer by 
showing hatred against our brothers and sisters.  This must end.  We must show love for our brothers 
and sisters so that Humanity can come closer to achieving a final and lasting peace with God. 

Respect the Criminal Justice System 
 Anyone that commits a crime or a sin disrespects the criminal justice system.  They begin to 
have a confrontation with law enforcement agencies and with the courts that could destroy their lives. 

 We must teach children and young adult the difference between right and wrong.  We must 
teach them what a sin is.  We must teach them what a crime is.  We must repeatedly warn them about 
the consequences offending God and the Criminal Justice System. 

 We need to teach our kids and young adults that using a firearm during a bank robbery or any 
other type of violent encounter will mean that they could lose their freedom for up to their entire lives.  
Our students must understand that only law enforcement officers and military personnel must 
authorization to possibly use firearms in an unusual situation. 

  We must teach our kids to avoid drugs, alcohol, and smoking tobacco.  How can we allow our 
students to graduate from grammar schools, middle schools, and high schools without having any 
knowledge about drugs and alcohol?  Our schools must teach our kids and young adults to avoid 
substance abuse so that they can have a fighting chance to live a normal life. 

 Students that use illegal drugs and alcohol disgrace God.  These students need help.  They need 
help before they become substance abusers.  We must help them to understand that they must stay 
away from dope so that substance abuse rehabilitation will not be necessary.  We need to teach our 
students to respect the Criminal Justice System by training them to not hurt themselves and/or to hurt 
others. 
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God’s Will During a Crisis 
 God becomes personally involved when any life-threatening situation erupts with Humanity.  
God analyzes the situation second by second.  God tries to understand what has gone wrong.  God tries 
to understand the number of lives that are at stake.  God tries to understand whether the participants in 
the crisis are rational or suffer from a mental illness. 

 God forces us to strongly consider fulfilling His will during a time of crisis.  God is a Supreme 
Being that loves each one of us.  God does not want us to face permanent pain and/or a permanent 
psychiatric illness because of a life-threatening situation. 

 We must take God’s will seriously when we are in a crisis that overwhelms us.  We must be 
ready to negotiate with God through prayer or simply with a conversation that we can have with Him.  It 
would be very dangerous to ignore God during a crisis.  We need God’s help if we are going to try to 
solve problems that we do not understand. 

 God is especially concerned about our kids. God can become angry when His young children 
could face pain, suffering, and injuries.  God does not like to see suffering in young children. 

 God does not want to see suffering in His young adults either.  God wants to communicate with 
young adults and with adults to make sure that they know exactly what to do during a mild crisis or a 
life-threatening crisis. 

 God is there for us when we fall into trouble.  We must fulfill God’s will to help Humanity to 
survive pain, suffering, and hatred.  We must fulfill the will of God so that we can work together with 
Him to solve our problems and our crises. 

Responsible Sexual Activities 
 God does not like to see promiscuous sexual behaviors.  God does not want to see a young adult 
or an adult that has more than three sexual partners in a three-month period.  God does not like it when 
high-risk individuals that might be infected with a sexually transmitted disease will continue to have 
sexual relations with numerous partners without knowing the he or she has an infection of sexually 
transmitted diseases. 

 Promiscuous adults that do not care that either they are infected with a sexually transmitted 
disease or their sexual partner is infected with a sexually transmitted disease are completely suicidal 
with their sexual behaviors.  It is amazing that tens-of-thousands of adults that are infected with HIV do 
not know that they are infected. 

 We should practice monogamous sexual activities with a partner that is 100% free of any 
infections of sexually transmitted diseases.  Both partners should be tested for the existence of an 
infection of an STD before they become intimate if one or both are at high risk for an infection of a STD. 

 God is angry when a young adult or an adult is reckless with his or her sexual behaviors by being 
a high-risk candidate to be infected or by infecting others with STD’s with no regard to their partner’s 
health.  These infections will end when Humanity faces God and healthy sexual activity. 
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The Difference Between Right and Wrong 
 God expects to understand something that is very simple to talk about but is very difficult to 
understand.  There are many ways to look at this situation. 

 Doing something wrong is doing something to hurt yourself or to hurt others.  Something is 
wrong when we justify the intent in our own minds to either hurt ourselves and/or to hurt others.  Our 
motives become distorted when we think that we deserve self-punishment for the way that our lives 
have been ruined.  We may be motivated to hurt others because he, she, and/or they have hurt us or 
somebody close to us.  The motivation that drives the intent to inflict harm upon such an individual 
comes from pain and suffering. 

 We do things the right way when we connect with God.  We form a partnership with God so that 
He can help us to understand right way to think about life and how to reject behaviors that are harmful 
to human beings. 

 This process is supposed to begin in young adulthood.  God challenges young adults to work 
with Him to work on projects that will succeed because the young adults will understand the right way 
to make the project work. 

 We must work with God to understand the right way to love others.  That means forgiving 
others that hurt us.  That means helping others to succeed in life.  That means helping others to not 
commit crimes and to not hurt themselves and/or to hurt others.  We must work with God to 
understand what He needs from us so that we will always be right with our behaviors and 
accomplishments. 

We Must Stop Using Hatred 
 Nothing hurts God more that a group of His Sons and Daughters that have a hatred toward 
another nation or another group of people.  God did not preprogram us to show and to hatred to our 
brothers and sisters over such a period.  Our hatred toward each other has been causing us to violate 
the Laws of God and International Law by persistently using violence to hurt others. 

 We are all part of God.  We cannot detach ourselves from God by engaging in hatred toward our 
brothers and sisters.  We must show sympathy for anyone that wants to hurt himself or herself and/or 
to hurt us because of his or her hatred toward us.   

 There is a such thing as recognizing others that engage in hateful thoughts as human beings that 
need psychiatric help.  Such individuals are severely mentally disturbed.  Their hatred toward others is 
reinforced by their mental illness. 

 Have we done something to deserve anger and the need for our brothers and sisters to victimize 
us with the idea that we deserve revenge?  That may be possible.  We must look at the hatred.  We also 
must look at the motivations behind any type of hatred.  We must understand why others would hate us 
to end the conflict through peaceful confrontation and negotiation. 

 God does not tolerate hatred between His sons and daughters.  The hatred must stop one way 
or the other.   
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Violence Does Not Solve Problems 
 God has made it perfectly clear to us that He does not in any way support violence to solve any 
problem with His sons and daughters within Humanity.  No one has the authority to injure life or to 
destroy life.  Only God can cause the death of a human being. 

 Inflicting harm upon others to solve problems makes no sense to God.  Causing pain for one 
person or multiple persons does not solve anyone’s problems.  How do we deal with someone that is a 
threat to himself and/or a threat to others?  Harming a suicidal human being with gunfire is overkill.  
Killing such a desperately disturbed individual would hurt God and would hurt the community in which 
the suspect lives. 

 We can believe that attacking and killing people in an act of war solves a problem.  That is not 
true.  You may solve one problems by killing thousands of people.  Then, a few months later, you may be 
facing a new war because of the way that you killed thousands of people a few months ago.   

 We must make it perfectly clear that God does not tolerate wrongful deaths of any type and for 
any justification within Humanity.  No one can stand in front of God and to say that He or she had to kill 
someone because he or she had no choice.  God does not tolerate justifications for wrongful deaths in a 
war or on city streets with drug dealers. 

 God and the Criminal Justice System punish us for engaging in violent behaviors.  Our children 
and young adults must understand the consequences of using violence to solve problems.  They should 
understand that they must alert their teachers, their parents, and their police department whenever 
they see anyone that is contemplating using violence for his or her own selfish reasons. 

Conflict and Constructive Confrontation 
 We need to work with God to help us to confront the conflict that we have with our brothers 
and sisters through peaceful and constructive negotiations.   

 It is difficult to forgive our brothers and sisters for the way that they have caused suffering for 
Humanity.  However, we all answer to the same One True God.  God will not continue to tolerate this 
type of suffering on this planet.  We must honor God by stopping the hatred and by starting the process 
of achieving a lasting peace for Humanity so that God’s suffering will end. 

 We must forgive those of us that have hurt us.  We must see their internal struggle to 
reestablish their relationships with God after what they have tried to do to injure Humanity.  We must 
ask them to forgive us for hating them and for causing the wrongful deaths of so many of them.  We 
have destroyed each other.  The God and all of us that have been involved in this conflict need to put an 
end to this. 

 We are not allowed to continue to sustain God’s indefinite suffering.  We are not capable of 
continuing to attack God.  God does not deserve His suffering when He sees that we hate each other to 
a point when we just want to kill each other.  We must be sensible. 

 We must settle our difference with our brothers and sisters under the guidance of God so that 
we can put this horrible cycle of warfare behind us and to look forward to a lasting peace for all of us. 
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What Does Salvation Mean? 
An End to Violence 

 Violence has been part of Humanity’s existence for thousands of years. Mostly everyone who 
lives as part of God’s Human Family understand the consequences of engaging in violence.  There are 
some of us that have no training at all that would help them to understand that there are severe 
consequences for anyone that uses violence against anyone else. 

 The end of violence will be a major feature that we will need to achieve if we can work with God 
to achieve Salvation.  God has most definitely been dreaming of an end to violence for thousands of 
years.  It is unfortunate that some of us use violence without understanding the consequences that 
await them.   

 God refuses to intervene when someone is convinced that using violence will be a way to solve a 
problem.  God want such a person to believe that he or she can get away with doing it without facing an 
arrest and incarceration.  God also punishes us for having hateful fantasies and hateful thoughts that 
would lead us to have an incentive to use violence against others. 

 God will no longer allow violence to continue to exist in our lives when we achieve Salvation.  
God will have numerous mechanisms to help us to understand how to avoid violent behaviors.  People 
that feel violent will have special medications and special treatments to help them to calm down.  
Immediate anger management training along with medications can help someone to be sensible and to 
not carry out a threat of violence against any one. 

 Living in a world with no violence will be a wonderful experience if we ever qualify to see it. 

An End to Hatred 
 All of us all over the world will no longer hate each other.  We will have forgiven each other for 
all past conflicts and confrontations that caused us to hurt each other and to hurt ourselves.  God will 
help psychiatrists and behavioral medical professionals to all of us to understand that we are all God’s 
children and that we deserve a human existence that exists in a loving bond with one another. 

 We must understand that God, as our Supreme Being, did not create us to hate each other in His 
Universe.  God wants all of us to have loving thoughts for each other.  God wants all our brothers and 
sisters to work with one another. 

 All our brothers and sisters might send delegate astronauts on space missions if we ever build a 
spaceship that can help us to explore our Solar System.  Our schools should be able to educate foreign 
exchange students.  We should welcome young adults from around the world to work for the United 
Nations on projects that would promoted live, affection, peace, and harmony for all the peoples of 
Humanity and for God. 

 The existence of hatred is incompatible with God and with God’s human family.  Hatred must be 
removed from God’s existence.  This is a very important part of achieving Salvation.  
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An End to Wrongful Deaths 
 We will no longer feel the need to kill others with military weapons or with the use of weapons 
that law enforcement officers operate.   

 Our populations of brothers and sisters around the world, and here in the United States, will 
stop finding legitimate excuses to attack, to injure, and to kill others by using military weapons and 
military attacks.  Military attacks and military conflicts will cease all over the world. 

 Murders and suicides will end.  God will no longer tolerate any one of His children that would 
destroy himself or herself by making a gesture to try to kill himself or herself and/or to kill other 
persons. 

 A wrongful death is a death that is not authorized by God.  God has practically no control over 
who dies during the duration of an incident that causes a wrongful death.  A wrongful death disrupts the 
entire human community.  We suffer when a beloved friend and family member disappears before it is 
his or her time to face God.   

 God causes deaths for His own reasons.  Sometimes God sees seniors are candidates to be taken 
by God.  God decides that He wants the soul of a senior citizen to do reincarnated so that he or she can 
live his or her live all over again in another life.  That is God’s decision to make.  That is no our decision 
to make. 

 We have no right to cause a wrongful death in front of God.  We have no right to question God’s 
authority to make decisions about life and death within Humanity.  Every one of us must understand 
these ideas if we will ever achieve Salvation. 

An End to Poverty 
 All our brothers and sisters deserve to exist within a humane and acceptable standard of living.  
God wants to help the poor.  However, God has a hard time in reaching people that do not recognize 
Him in their daily lives.  Maybe they do not pray to God.  Maybe they ignore the way that God tries to 
guide them. Maybe their religious activities may offend God. 

 We can fund a final plan with the United Nations to set a Minimum Universal Standard of Living.  
That would mean that every family in the world could enjoy humane and affordable housing for their 
family members.  They would stop suffering in the deplorable conditions that in which they currently 
live.  It would give poor and disadvantaged children a chance to be developed correctly in all nations of 
God’s Nation of Humanity. 

 We must care about the pain and suffering that exist for our brothers and sisters all over the 
world.  We must not say that we live in this country.  We have an adequate standard of living.  Who 
cares if thousands of people in a community down the street from us live in trailer in a trailer park.  That 
is not of our business.   

 It is our business to work with the United Nations and with every country in the world to end 
poverty by helping those of our brothers and sisters that suffer in horrible living conditions.  We must 
stand united with each other and with the United Nations to end poverty all over the world. 
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An End to Homelessness  
 We insult God when we show no compassion for homeless people both in the United States and 
all over the world.  Our homeless brothers and sisters do not deserve a human family that seems to not 
care for them at all.  How can God help our worldwide populations of homeless persons if everyone 
ignores how God feels about this crisis? 

 Our goal for achieving Salvation is to make sure that humane, affordable, and adequate housing 
would exist for every single one of God’s children every family all over the world.  It is insulting that we 
can spend hundreds-of-billions of dollars to fund our ability to fight in wars that can give us the ability to 
kill others.  When do we spend billions of dollars to build adequate housing for lower-class families and 
middle class families?  Why do we not have government agencies that regulate rent rates for 
disadvantaged families and for their children. 

 Why do we not have special programs to give disadvantaged families rent vouchers that would 
help them to make ends meet when they would be raising their toddlers.  Why doesn’t the government 
own thousands of clusters of apartment buildings that they could use to regulate the rent that lower 
class and middle class families would pay during a life-threatening emergency? 

 We cannot achieve Salvation until we do something that sounds basic.  We have to make sure 
that all of our brothers and sisters all over the world have adequate housing and a reasonable standard 
of living in their homes. 

An End to Broken Marriages 
 It is a tragedy for God to see a husband and a wife that have conceived and developed children 
to decide to give up on their marriage.  This devastates their kids.  This devastates their families.  This 
devastates God.  This devastates the husband and the wife. 

 All married couples that have succeeded in achieving childbirth and the development of children 
answer to God.  The husband and wife promise God that they will continue to stay together for the rest 
of their lives despite the hardships that the couple will face with children and with other problems. 

 It would be a better world if couples that were considering a divorce would be able to confront 
each other’s issues in front of a marriage counselor.  That is what the government does wrong.  They do 
not force the husband and wife to marriage counseling for at least three to four months before the 
grant the couple divorce status. 

 Does the husband care about the kids when he tries to walk out on his wife?  Does a mother 
love her kids when she lets her husband leave her life?  Do they care about the devastation that their 
separation and divorce will have for their kids?  Are they thinking about the welfare of the kids or are 
they just selfish in the way that they just want to end their relationship? 

 We cannot achieve Salvation while the government and the divorce courts refuse to force the 
husband and wife to seek out marriage counseling before the court will approve the end of the 
marriage.  The divorce courts should care more about saving a family from collapse that to sign an order 
that states that the parents of one or more children are legally able to pursue relationships with other 
men and women. 
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Mental Illness Will Be Under Control 
 There is a very basic focal point that really defines the bottom line when it comes to describing 
persons with mental illness.  Patients with mental illness have a history of wanting to hurt themselves 
and of wanting to hurt others without being provoked by anyone to do so. 

 The criminal justice system and our schools cannot tolerate students that become a threat to 
themselves and/or a threat to others.  However, schools must provide reasonable accommodations if 
such students misbehave because of a psychiatric disability.  That means that disciplining a mentally 
disabled child or a mentally disabled young adult means must involve psychiatric treatment and 
psychotherapy or psychological counseling. All our students deserve the benefit of receiving medical 
care when they must face the symptoms of a mental illness. 

 Adults sometimes commit numerous types of crimes against themselves and against others 
because they have a mental illness that is not being treated correctly or is not being treated at all.  This 
type of injustice happens within the United States too often.   

 We just do not see the warning signs that a patient, or adult, needs emergency psychiatric 
intervention and treatment until one act of violence against himself or against others will force the 
criminal justice system to remove him from freedom and into indefinite incarceration. 

 We want to diagnose patients with psychiatric disorders while they are students.  We want to 
try hard to help them to understand the difference between right and wrong.  We want them to avoid 
incarceration by giving them the proper psychiatric treatment and the proper psychological counseling 
and observation.  We cannot achieve Salvation until we are able to save the lives of all our brothers and 
sisters that have mental illnesses. 

A Successful Space Exploration Program 
 We have come to believe that rockets are the only way to travel to and from space.  Maybe we 
can achieve something that might give us more options with space exploration in the future.   

 We can possibly build a spaceship that would be powered by special generators and by special 
types of electromagnetic forces that could be truly be used as our first reusable space exploration 
vehicle. 

 We have spent so many tens-of-billions of dollars on rocket ships that we could not really 
believe that we could develop something better with generators and with electromagnetic propulsion 
systems. 

 Exploring our solar system is part of our Salvation.  We will visit Mars repeatedly.  We will also 
visit Jupiter and Saturn.  We will probably build colonies on the surface of the moon.   

 We will not be doing these things with rocket-propelled spaceships.  However, our rocket 
scientists would be more successful if they would try to build a reusable spaceship that propelled and 
moves by manipulating electromagnetic forces.  Our rocket scientists are smart.  They can do better 
than what they are doing.  We have to count on them to achieve what most of us would believe is a lost 
dream, a reusable Space-Saucer Craft. 
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An End to Sexually Transmitted Diseases 
 God will not allow chemical engineers that work for our pharmaceutical corporations to develop 
cures, vaccines, and antidotes for all sexually transmitted diseases.  That is God’s choice to make and we 
must respect that decision.   

  We must prove to God that we can be respectful to Him with our sexual behaviors.  We must 
understand what are the main problems with our sexual behaviors that offend God.  We must then find 
some way to change our attitudes and our preconceived orientations to comply with God’s 
requirements about our sexuality.   

 God is angry when He creates and distributes these illnesses all over the world and gains 
satisfaction over the individuals that He infects with these illnesses.  He thinks that people that are 
infected with sexually transmitted diseases deserve to be infected, in other words or in plain English. 

 God will not stop the infections of sexually transmitted diseases until all of us learn how to 
behave ourselves with our sexuality in from of Him and in front of our brothers and sisters all over the 
world.  God is our Supreme Being.  We must fear for our lives when he wants to torture us with 
infections of sexually transmitted diseases. 

 We must look to our own personal relationship with God and we must try to make peace with 
Him regarding our sexual attitudes and sexual activities.  We must do this before we even think of 
behaving in a way that would put us at a high risk for an infection. 

 We can achieve Salvation when we have come to peace with God by being respectful to Him 
with our sexual behaviors.  We will achieve Salvation if we do.  We will not achieve Salvation if we do 
not. 

An End to Involuntary Incarcerations 
 God did not create us to live in an enclosed room where we would have nothing to do with the 
rest of our lives because we made a stupid mistake a few years ago that causes his or her incarceration 
to happen.    

 Our schools must graduate students that have a 0% probability that they will commit any crime 
that will cause them to become incarcerated.  Our schools must graduate students that have a 0% 
chance of becoming substance abusers that would abuse illegal drugs, alcohol, tobacco, and/or firearms.  
Our schools must graduate students that will have a 0% chance of becoming infected with sexually 
transmitted diseases. 

 Our students must learn the way of the streets when they are still in school.  They must know 
the consequences that deal with the result in a student’s incarceration or in an adult’s incarceration. 
They must fully understand what turns a law-abiding child, young adult, and/or adult into a criminal that 
deserves to face incarceration.  God wants the crimes that lead to incarcerations to stop.  God wants 
everyone to enjoy the freedom that He imagined that we would have when He created Humanity 
thousands of years ago.  God expects all of us to stop living in enclosed rooms with nothing to do 
because of a mistake that happened some number of years ago. 
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An End to Unemployment 
 Most people have some types of problems in keeping a job.  Mostly everyone is released from a 
job multiple times during our careers.  Having a job for life just does not happen anymore. 

 We may have a better job market if we begin inventing new spaceships and new clean energy 
generators.  We could raise the standard of living by deflating the costs of goods and services that we 
buy every day. 

 Widespread deflation that would follow the introduction of “Clean Energy Generator 
Technologies” would elevate everyone’s disposable income and would cause deflation. 

 New laws and regulations would help all of us to retain our jobs unless an employer has 
evidence that we have been trying to disrupt the workplace and/or to commit a crime at work. 

 We can pray that we will build a Clean Energy Generator.  That might help the economy to 
create tens-of-millions of jobs in the future.   

 New laws would give employers numerous incentives to keep workers, to higher interns, and to 
higher workers of all age groups. 

 The way that we are struggling in jobs is not fair.  Our standard of living has never been this 
depressed in the United States.   

 Achieving Salvation will mean that our job crisis in the United States and around the world will 
end.  We must see if the people that are making it hard for us to keep a job need to face discipline for 
the intent to hurt Working-Class America. 

Following the Will of God 
 We should always want to understand God’s will in our lives.  God wants all of us to understand 
how He feels about our issues that confront us daily.  We must understand that God must be part of the 
way that we make decisions since we all answer to God in one way or the other. 

 We should understand what God thinks about what is happening to us.  We should understand 
How God wants us to resolve our problems.  We should understand how to comply with requests and 
orders that come from God. 

 We can never forget that God has something to say about everything that we do.  We must be 
aware when God warns us about something that has gone wrong that might hurt us.  We must take 
God’s advice into account when we know that we will be facing a threat to our lives. 

 We should be willing to do what God wants us to do 100% of the time.  It might be difficult.  It 
might be awkward.  However, it is always in our best interests to satisfy a request from our Supreme 
Being 100% of the time.  We must understand what the problem is 100% of the time. We must fully 
understand what we must do for God to solve his problems. 

 Salvations can only happen when God can count on each of us to function to solve problems 
within an emergency by fulfilling His will 100% of the time that He asks us to do something for Him.   
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Working with God and the Holy Spirit 
Promoting Scientific Achievement 

 All our scientists and engineers answer to God and to the Holy Spirit.  They all need the guidance 
of the Holy Spirit to continue to produce inventions and scientific theories that can benefit the 
progression of the unification of Humanity.  Our scientists must work on projects that benefit the 
development of human life.  Scientists do not gain much when they invent mechanisms that have the 
potential to injure and/or to destroy human life. 

 Scientific achievement can mean many things.  It could mean the development of a Clean Energy 
Generator.  It could mean the development of a new spaceship that would be powered by a Clean 
Energy Generator and Electromagnetic forces rather than by rockets.  It could mean that we could 
develop our children and young adults to respect the authority of God that must exist in all our lives. 

 Scientific achievement in the modern world is about raising the standard of living of all God’s 
children all over the world.  It means dissolving thousands of years of human suffering.  It means that we 
will stop behaving in ways that hurt and make God suffer twenty-four hours a day and seven days a 
week. 

 We are no one to inflict pain and suffering upon God.  We do not have anything to gain by 
inflicting pain and suffering upon God.  One of the main goals of scientists that will be helping us to 
achieve Salvation would be to stop us from doing things to injure God.  That means hating hatred 
toward each other and to end wrongful deaths.  Our scientists must work with Humanity to promote the 
development of projects that promote the end of our suffering and the end of God’s suffering. 

Saving Mentally Ill Persons 
 Our scientists and medical community must develop treatment plans and other treatments that 
will allow mentally ill persons to function as part of Humanity.  We must help our mentally ill brothers 
and sisters that our psychiatrists, psychotherapists, psychologists, and social workers are there to help 
them in their time of need. 

 Scientists will work with God to try to save the lives of our mentally ill brothers and sisters when 
they contemplate becoming a threat to themselves and/or a threat to others.  These patients must have 
a phone number to call.  They must have an emergency room in which to go.  They must have a 
psychiatric facility that can help them to understand that Humanity does not want to lose them. 

 Scientists want to work with God to elevate the level of social functioning of His mentally ill sons 
and daughters.  God wants to emphasize that He sincerely loves His sons and daughters.  He wants 
loving psychiatrists to help them to function as part of Humanity.  God wants them to try to work in 
jobs.  God wants them to understand just how much Humanity loves them. 

 God and the Holy Spirit want to work with psychiatrists and therapists to save the lives of an 
infinite number of mentally ill persons.  God wants to preserve the freedom of His mentally ill sons and 
daughters.  God does not want them to face incarceration for not having proper psychiatric treatment. 
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Showing Remorse in Front of God 
 We must convince God that we are sorry for committing a sin and/or a crime.  We must accept 
responsibility for what we have done to injure God and to injure Humanity through our selfish 
behaviors.  We must give God and the Holy Spirit the impression that we would never commit the same 
crime or sin again.  We must ask God and from the Holy Spirit for forgiveness.   

 We are also in even bigger trouble if we must to show remorse to the criminal justice system.   
Standing in front of a judge and asking for mercy has a lot to do with our relationship with God.  God has 
an individual relationship with every judge, prosecutor, and attorney in the world.  God has a big 
influence as to whether a suspect will face incarceration after an arrest. 

 God wants to stop children, young adults, and/or adults from committing crimes before they go 
through with their intent to commit crimes.  We cannot achieve Salvation if we cannot allow God to 
warn us about the fact that we are contemplating the commission of a crime against the community 
that we live in.  God repeatedly warns us against hurting ourselves with alcohol, illegal drugs, tobacco, 
and/or firearms.  God tells us plainly and clearly that we will face years of incarceration if we use a 
weapon in conjunction with an attempt to make a career out of dealing drugs. 

 God wants us to show remorse for us when His intervention prevents us from committing a 
crime.  God wants us to beg for forgiveness when He must intervene in our lives to stop us from 
committing a crime, hurting ourselves, and/or facing incarceration. 

 We cannot achieve Salvation unless we can look to God for guidance when we are 
contemplating the intent to hurt ourselves, to hurt others, and/or to commit a crime. 

Illegal Drugs and Young Adults 
 God will not continue to allow our schools to graduate students that are high-risk candidates to 
become chronic substance abusers.  God and the Holy Spirit will be working with the authorities to 
reform our schools under God’s supervision.  Substance Abuse Awareness and Prevention Programs for 
Young Adults will exist in every school throughout the United States. 

 God will reward our students for knowing better that to incarcerate our adults for committing 
crimes with drugs.  God and the Holy Spirit will instead be training our young adults in these special 
courses about how drug dealers and substance abuse is a suicidal way to destroy yourself.  These would 
be special courses that would allow our kids to understand how to understand substance abuse and 
how to find the strength to reject it. 

 Becoming dependent on a drugs and alcohol that are illegal and are supposed to hurt you.  We 
can no longer leave our students in the dark about substance abuse issues and consequences.  God and 
the Holy Spirit must work with our educators and parents to stop substance abuse in our young adults 
before it even materializes. 

 God and the Holy Spirit will no longer tolerate incarcerations because of being in possession of a 
banned substance.  God and the Holy Spirit will support programs that prevent substance abuse in 
young adults and in adults.  We will help drug dealers to have a life after living a life in a career as a drug 
dealer.  We must show compassion for these people and try to give them another life. 
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Law-Abiding Young Adults 
 We must teach our children and young adults about society’s codes of ethics.  We must teach 
our students to respect the laws of their communities.  We must work with God and the Holy Spirit to 
help our students to understand the difference between what is legal and what is not legal.  Our 
students should understand how God and the Criminal Justice System work together.  God wants all 
students to understand the penalties of crimes that lead to incarceration. 

 God and the Holy Spirit want our students to remain outside of incarceration.  God wants our 
children and young adults to keep their freedom for the rest of their lives.  God and the Holy Spirit want 
to be part of the lives of students that will be taking special courses that will help them to understand 
how to work with God to prevent themselves from committing crimes. 

 We cannot achieve Salvation unless we allow God and the Holy Spirit to train us about the 
difference between what is legal and what is not legal.  Our schools need to work with God and the Holy 
Spirit to develop responsible children and young adult members of the community that will bring joy for 
their families, for their communities, for God, and for Humanity. 

 God wants our schools and our society to achieve Salvation by grooming each student for 
freedom and for serving Humanity by achieving their destiny and be attempting to achieve parenthood.  
The addition of children to a community brings joy to all the members of the community.  Achieving 
parenthood and bringing beautiful children into a community helps God to uplift the moral and the 
happiness of the community that we may live in.  We are supposed to achieve marriage, parenthood, 
and a career in our communities.  We are not supposed to achieve crimes and incarceration. 

Benefits of Working with God 
 God loves all of us.  The Holy Spirit loves us.  They want to work with us to help us to solve our 
daily problems.  They want to help us to be a superior spouse.  They want to help us to understand how 
to deal with issues in dealing with our toddlers, kids, and young adults.  They want to work with us to 
achieve success in school.  They want to help us to be successful in our careers. 

 Sometimes, free assistance from a Supreme Being that loves us and that has the highest 
intelligence in the Universe can be our best way to solve our problems and to accomplish our goals.  God 
understands the dynamics of everything that happens in our lives.  God understands how to formulate 
possible solutions that we can use to solve our problems. 

 The Holy Spirit also works with us.  The Holy Spirit is intelligent.  The Holy Spirit wants Humanity 
to succeed in its relationship with God and with its efforts to achieve Salvation.  We are under 
surveillance by God and the Holy Spirit.  We can come to understand that they can catch us trying to 
make a mistake or trying to commit a crime.   

 God and the Holy Spirit helps to stop us from committing crimes.  That is part of the benefit of 
working with God.  God tries hard to keep us from committing a mistake that could cause our arrest.  
God wants to preserve our freedom.  That is why it is so beneficial to work with Him throughout our 
lives.  Our Supreme Being is intelligent.  We should really understand that we cannot achieve Salvation 
without God’s help. 
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What Does God’s Love Do for Us? 
 God’s love helps babies and toddlers to develop over time.  God’s love helps parents to 
understand how to correctly develop an infant and a toddler.  Parents try to understand that young 
adults have very special issues.  God tries to help parents to deal with those issues. 

 God’s love works with a man and a woman to create a human life inside His Factory of Human 
Life inside of a woman’s body.  God’s love presents a new human life to a mother and father after 
childbirth. 

 God works with the Criminal Justice System to try to show sympathy, compassion, and patience 
with someone that has committed a crime.  God does not want any of His children to face incarceration.  
God tries hard to make sure that none of His children disappear from Humanity. 

 God guides us in our careers.  God helps us to perform our jobs properly.  God helps us to 
understand what we are doing when we are performing in a job. 

 God helps to provide us with the income that we will need to support the standard of living that 
our family will want to achieve.  God will show us about how to use our money responsibly so that we 
can provide for our spouse and for our kids. 

 God’s love guides us when someone is trying to hurt us.  God wants us to ignore someone that is 
trying to hurt us or to tell a parent, a teacher, or to call the police.  God does not want us to use violence 
under any circumstances. 

 God wants us to learn everything that we need to learn to provide our employer with top-of-
the-line job performance so that we can keep our job. 

Importance of Daily Prayer 
 We must understand that we cannot achieve Salvation until we understand that God must be 
part of our everyday lives.  We must talk to God daily through prayer.  We must believe that we can 
engage in conversations with God.  We must open a line of communication with God that will allow us 
to understand how God feels about our accomplishments and about our failures. 

 God always wants us to perform favors for Him.  God asks us to help Him to help others.  God 
asks us to go to certain doctors or medical professionals when he feels that we need medical treatment. 

 We listen to God when He tells us that a student in a grammar school or in a high school may be 
abusing illegal drugs.  We cannot hesitate to try to get the student help for a substance abuse problem 
by reporting his problems to the school administration and/or to the local police department. 

 We must recognize the role that God plays in our lives daily.  God wants us to show love for Him 
by discussing our issues with Him.  We would be surprised about how much easier it would be to solve 
our problems if we have God to help us to solve our problems. 

 We can achieve Salvation by confronting the Existence of God in our lives daily.  We must 
communicate with God.  We must explain our concerns and issues with Him.  God will work with us to 
deal with family problems, work problems, and other types of problems. 
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God Does Not Approve of Violence 
 Have any of us ever prayed to God for help to find better ways to use violence to cause suffering 
and wrongful deaths within God’s Human Family?  Does anyone have the courage to ask God to help 
him or her to help him or her to carry out an act of violence? 

 Anyone that tries to commit an act of violence is in trouble with God.  There is no excuse for 
testing His patience by justifying an act of violence.   Only God can authorize an act of violence.  Perhaps 
a thunderstorm or a tornado might be an act of violence from God.  A hurricane or a typhoon might by 
an act of violence from God. 

 These types of horrifying natural disasters seem to happen when God is angry at us for some 
reason.  A mass conspiracy to kill in the masses by waging a war against another nation can infuriate 
God.  Corruption that leads to wrongful deaths can make God very angry.  Any war that hurts and kills 
innocent civilians hurts and disrupts Humanity. 

 We are not allowed to go to God so that He can authorize a declaration of war that would cause 
armed conflict between two nations to begin and to continue for a certain amount of time.  Only God 
has the authority to end a human being’s life.  We cannot ask Him to give us special powers to authorize 
us to injure and to destroy human life.  That is what the military forces of Humanity all over the world do 
not understand. 

 We can only achieve Salvation with we understand that we are no one to justify military 
firefights between two or more nations in front of God.  God cannot authorize the justification for one 
person to severely injure or to kill someone else.  We will achieve Salvation when we come to 
understand that we can no longer justify violence of any type against each of us. 

Issues of Successful Violence 
 We do not gain anything by trying to injure others.  We do not gain anything when we have 
caused the wrongful death of another person.  We have mortally wounded the victim’s family, the 
victim’s coworkers, the victim’s friends, and Humanity.  God ‘s ability to manage Humanity becomes a 
struggle when one or more of His sons and/or daughters disappears from the face of the earth.   

 A wrongful death that is caused by murder is the most painful tragedy that Humanity can face in 
its relationship with God.  The sorrow of never being able to see or to deal with someone that has 
passed away for the rest of the family’s life is purely a devastation for God and for all of those who loved 
and cared for the victim. 

 We must work with God and the Holy Spirit to find ways to teach our students about violence.  
We must help our students to understand that God and the Criminal Justice System have no tolerance 
for violence.  Our students must understand that violence leads to incarceration.  Our students must 
understand that they have resolve their conflicts with others without using violence. 

 God and the Holy Spirit know that the United Nations does not tolerate violence.  The United 
Nations tries to stop violence all over the world. God guides the United Nations to work to end violence 
all over the world.  We must stop resorting to violence to solve our conflicts with others if we are ever 
going to achieve Salvation.  We must settle our conflicts with others through peaceful negotiation. 
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Science, Religion, and Salvation 
Our Relationships with God 

 Scientists and religious leaders will lead Humanity in a final effort to achieve Salvation.  God will 
work with them first to try to understand what He has been doing wrong with Humanity.  God then 
must formulate a strategy to end pain and suffering all over the world.  Scientists and religious leaders 
from all over the world will work with God and the Holy Spirit to help them to implement programs that 
would be overseen by the United Nations to end human pain and suffering. 

 Scientists and religious leaders will help us to come to our senses.  They will help us to 
understand that Humanity can no longer continue to boycott God in our lives.  We must have a room in 
our apartment or in our house where God can live without our objections.  We need to show love for 
God by welcoming Him into our lives and into our homes. 

 God does not want to hold a grudge against us.  God wants to forgive us for what we have done 
wrong in the past.  He wants to work to achieve a new Human Family that would be free of life-
threatening conflict that would lead to violence, wrongful deaths, and suffering. 

` God wants to preside over the members of Humanity that respect His authority over His 
Universe.  We must understand that we can no longer cause God to suffer if we are going to achieve 
Salvation.  We can gladly leave the days when we would not care about hurting God by our actions in 
the past.  We would never hurt God, hurt ourselves, and/or hurt others after we have achieved 
Salvation. 

  We must show love, patience, and compassion for all our brothers and sisters throughout the 
world so that we can present our case for Salvation to God as One Human Family and as the Nation of 
Humanity. 

The Holy Spirit and Science 
 The Holy Spirit wants to contribute to Humanity’s efforts to achieve Salvation by working with 
their scientists and engineers to begin to develop the technologies that we will need and that we will 
deserve after we have achieved Salvation. 

 The Holy Spirit will conduct unprecedented investigations into how God maintains and develops 
human life.  Scientists will investigate how God oversees the creation and the development of human 
life.  The Holy Spirit will explain how the universe really works to our scientists and engineers. 

` Our scientists can look forward to being guided by a higher intelligence that will lead all of us 
into a new understanding about the Universe and why we coexist with God.  Why did God create Us?  
What is our purpose for existing in God’s Universe.  God is a miraculous Supreme Being.  The fact that 
we coexist with Him and with each other is a remarkable mystery that we must investigate through 
scientific research. 

 The Holy Spirit can connect us to our Creator as we struggle to find His Greatness and His 
incredible ability to manage such a complex Universe. 
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Psychiatrists Will Save Our Lives 
 Psychiatrists are special scientists that must work for God with the goal of rescuing us from the 
intent to hurt ourselves and/or to hurt others. 

 We must appoint psychiatrists to treat students that show signs of any symptoms of a 
psychiatric disorder in every private and public school in the United States.  It is so important to treat 
our kids for the symptoms of psychiatric disorders before they implement their intent to hurt 
themselves and/or to hurt others. 

 Psychiatrist must help our students to understand that they must reject the intent to engage in 
self-inflicted injuries such as being a substance abuser.  Our psychiatrists must help our students to 
understand that they must reject the intent to hurt others.  Psychiatrists must work with parents, family 
members, and educators to make sure that the symptoms of a psychiatric disorder are under control 
always.  That means that the medical treatment that our students will receive will allow them to exist 
without the intent to hurt themselves and/or with the intent to hurt others. 

 Psychotherapists will work with psychiatrists to make sure that patients will not get to a point 
when they will believe that inflicting harm upon themselves and/or inflicting harm upon others is a way 
to solve their problems.  Psychotherapists must understand what factors may arise in a patient’s 
treatment that may make a patient a threat to himself or herself and/or a threat to others.  The 
psychotherapist will then work with psychiatrists to help the patient from that point forward. 

 We can only achieve Salvation when our medical community can be successful in providing 
successful medical and psychiatric treatment to all those that pose a threat to themselves and/or to 
others in a way that removes those threats that they pose.  They then receive the psychiatric care that 
allows them to go on with their lives. 

Prolonging Human Life 
 The main goal of Salvation would be to stop death.  It would be to allow us to live as young 
persons within Humanity forever.  We have made much progress in extending our life expectancy in the 
recent decades.  Modern medicine is making progress in treating those diseases that have been causing 
us to die. 

 Salvation means that death and the aging process will end.  Does God believe that we will ever 
deserve that from Him?  We really have caused an incredible amount of suffering for God over the last 
two-thousand years.  Does God have anything to gain by continuing to force us to grow old and to die 
for His own reasons? 

 Scientists would probably want to investigate the aging process to determine why we age.  We 
can try to get help from God and from the Holy Spirit to help us to find anti-aging medications and anti-
aging treatments. 

 Salvation means that no one that lives on this Planet Earth would die and would grow old.  
Salvation means that we could reverse the aging process for older human beings.  We have to try to 
conduct research to see if these dreams are actually realizable. 
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Working with God and the Holy Spirit 
 We can only achieve Salvation if we know how to negotiate with both God and the Holy Spirit.  
We can have that feeling that they might be trying to warn us about something that we are doing 
wrong.  They might be trying to save us from imminent danger.  They may want us to help those of us 
that are less fortunate than us. 

 We must be on good terms with God and with the Holy Spirit.  We must cooperate with their 
feelings and with their efforts to help us and to ask us to help others.  They will expect us to understand 
that a crime is a crime.  God can warn us once.  God can warn us twice.  Law enforcement officers and 
the criminal justice system would have to incarcerate the suspect after a third effort to commit the 
same crime. 

 We must know better than to ignore warnings from God and from the Holy Spirit.  They never 
want to say that you were warned about what would happen to you if you would persistently fantasize 
about committing a crime.  Now it is to late.  Now you must suffer the consequences that are because of 
the crime that you committed. 

 We cannot be this insane if we are going to achieve Salvation.  We must heed the warnings of 
our Supreme Being and we must do what He wants us to do when He is warning us that we are about to 
do something wrong.  We will do the right thing in all circumstances and our relationships with God and 
the Holy Spirit will grow stronger if we are smart and look to them for reliable and intelligent advice and 
warnings about what is happening in our lives. 

 We must build a way to communicate with God and with the Holy Spirit if we are going to 
achieve Salvation.  Our relationships with God and the Holy Spirit are at the center of our Salvation. 

Building an Attachment to God  
 Understanding that God is part of everything that we do in our lives is only half of the goal of 
humanity if we are going to achieve Salvation.  

 We must build an attachment to God by doing several things.  We must pray to God at least 
once a day.  We must tell God about how much we love Him.  We must thank us for the blessings that 
we have in our lives. 

 We must be able to talk to God whenever we need to reach out to Him for help, support, 
guidance, and love.  God wants to be part of the way that we solve our problems.  God wants to support 
us through every crisis that we may be facing.  God wants to guide us through problems step-by-step so 
that we will emerge without personal injuries or long-term liabilities. 

 An Attachment to God is not just praying to God every day.  It is about communicating with God.  
It is about sending and receiving messages from God.  It is about understanding that God loves us and 
that we must feel that love in our lives every moment of the day.  An Attachment to God is about 
wanting to help God by being successful in achieving parenthood.  We do so much for Him when we 
agree to achieve parenthood and to work with God to develop human life for Him and for Humanity.  
We cannot achieve Salvation until all of us have achieved an Attachment to God.  
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An End to STD’s 
 We need to understand how to behave ourselves with our sexuality.  We must understand that 
God is part of our sexuality.  Sexual activity is the way that we work with God to create new human lives. 

We must be respectful of the way that God feels about different types of sexual activities.  Some sexual 
activities offend God.  Some sexual activities honor God.  Some sexual activities make God angry.  Some 
sexual activities make God happy. 

 God does not understand a man’s effort to make numerous male partners pregnant.  God 
cannot understand why a female would try to impregnate numerous female partners.  We must ask 
ourselves whether God has the right to have an opinion about men that seek to impregnate over fifteen 
male partners.  It is the same story with women.  How does God feel about women that try to have 
sexual relations with women? 

 God is very hurt and sorrowful when a husband and a wife try to engage in sexual intimacy and 
cannot conceive a human life.  God is very hurt over the suffering that couples go through when they 
face infertility.  It is sad that it is not easy for them to become pregnant. 

 God sees the way that some men and women taunt him about wanting to make a member of 
the same gender pregnant.  That is what sexual activity between a man and a male partner is about.  
That is want sexual activity between a woman and a female partner is all about. 

 Part of achieving Salvation is when the entire population of Humanity will come to understand 
that God expects a husband and a wife to engage in intimate sexual activity to have an excellent chance 
to create a new human life.  Part of achieving Salvation is for all of us to understand this about our 
relationship with God. 

 Part of achieving Salvation is understanding that same-gendered sexual activities make God 
uneasy.  That is because a man or a woman cannot impregnate a person of the same gender during 
what is supposed to be sexual activity. 

 We can achieve Salvation when we will understand that God does not have to tolerate a man’s 
effort to impregnate another man.  God does not have to tolerate a woman’s effort to impregnate 
another woman. 

 Therefore, God created sexually transmitted diseases.  He is angry when he tosses these 
horrifying epidemics of incurable sexually transmitted diseases at us all over the world.  That is not a 
good thing. 

 We should try to teach our young adults about the benefits of pursuing parenthood by working 
with God and a member of the opposite gender.  God is happy when a man and a woman conceive a 
human life and share in God’s happiness when they can develop that human life for the rest of their 
lives. 

 We cannot achieve Salvation until we stop offending God with our sexual behaviors.  We will 
find antidotes for sexually transmitted diseases at some point in the future.  Unfortunately, we have to 
prove to God that we deserve that type of healing from sexually transmitted diseases. 
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Achieving Eternal Life 
 God has always promised us that we can achieve eternal life.  Human life does not end.  Human 
life that dies comes back to do it over again in another life.  God has always wanted to end death on this 
planet.  However, we test His patience to such a point that He decides that a system where He would 
not cause people to die would hurt His Creation. 

 Part of achieving Salvation is to achieve eternal life.  That means that we can convince God to 
allow our scientists, engineers, and doctors to be able to cure any disease so that life could continue 
indefinitely.  Can we convince God and the Holy Spirit to try it?  Will we come to a point when we will 
deserve that kind of treatment? 

 We will stop suffering over death at some point in our lives.  Why does God think that 
destroying the lives of our loved ones and making them to disappear accomplish something that is 
constructive?  God, as our Supreme Being, does not have to answer to us.  God does not have to justify 
the existence of heart disease and cancer that are responsible for taking so many lives from us. 

 However, we can convince Him that we deserve to live forever as part of the process toward 
achieving Salvation.  We can promise God that our offensive behaviors will cease to happen.  We will try 
to have a good attitude toward Him.  We will try to be respectful with our sexual activities.  We will try 
to stop breaking laws.  We will assume a powerful role in within Humanity that will not end with 
retirement. 

 We will do anything that God needs us to do to justify Eternal Life.  We must understand that 
God needs more than evidence from us to make such a major decision that will push us closer to 
achieving Salvation. 

Phasing Out Incarcerations 
 God did not create us to be locked up in an enclosed room.  God created us to enjoy the 
freedom of existing in His Human Creation.  Incarcerations accomplish nothing to help to rectify the 
damage that an inmate caused in the past.  It is a shame that the inmate was so sick that he did not 
know the consequences of what he was doing when he started to contemplate the commission of 
crimes. 

 Our criminal justice system of the future will train our toddlers, our children, and our young 
adults about criminal justice issues from the beginning.  We will teach them the difference between 
right and wrong repeatedly throughout their early development.  We will help them to understand the 
consequences of committing crimes and of abusing illegal drugs and drinking alcohol. 

 Our psychiatric patients will be treated as outpatients.  They will be in special programs that will 
preserve their freedom by helping them to function as voluntary patients that would be certified to not 
be a threat to themselves and/or a threat to others.  Our patients with mental illness will no longer 
become violent, will no longer want to hurt themselves, and will no longer want to help others. All 
patients with mental illness will live at home with their families.  They will not live in incarceration.  
Patients that have psychiatric disorders deserve their freedom and to experience the love of God. 
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Conclusion 
Salvation Is the Ultimate Goal 

 God had always dreamed of bring His Human Family to the point of Salvation from the time that 
He created us many thousands of years ago.  God dreamed of presiding over a existence of intelligent 
life that would evolve into a joy that would justify His existence as Our Supreme Being.  He wanted to 
create a race of intelligent human life that would have the potential to make a dream out of our 
Universe. 

 We are now at a critical point in the history of our relationship with God.  We have life-
threatening problems here on this planet.  Our relationships with God are strained by the severity of the 
conflict that exists between so many of us from all over the world.  This is conflict that could erupt into 
violence at any time. 

 We must establish ourselves as a united organization of brothers and sisters that love each 
other to achieve Salvation.  We cannot go to God to justify our reasons to want to injure each other for 
reasons that God does not understand.  Salvation is about solving conflicts and problems with our 
brothers and sisters through peaceful confrontation and through peaceful negotiations that are 
supervised by God and by the Holy Spirit. 

 Salvation would be the end of our suffering.  Salvation would be the end of God’s suffering.  
Salvation would be an achievement that God would have imagined happening when He created us 
thousands of years ago.  We can enjoy a lasting peace that would lead us to have the authorization to 
explore our Solar System and to have a powerful and universal standard of living. 

Achieving the Requirements of Salvation 
 Our scientists, engineers, religious leaders, and world leaders should consider working together 
to achieve Salvation in the foreseeable future.  God must see our progress toward coming to peace with 
one another before He will begin to completely guide us to a point where He will authorize our suffering 
and his suffering to end. 

 We all must understand that God wants us to declare ourselves to be the Nation of Humanity.  
We must understand that we must be sensitive to God’s feelings.  We can no longer find excuses to try 
to hurt each other or to kill each other.  We just cannot make a case for war and to take that case to 
God anymore. 

  God does not want to continue to hurt us.  God does not want to see us continuing to hurt 
ourselves and to hurt each other.  We must behave like grown men and women.  We cannot behave like 
spoiled babies.  We have no justification for continuing generating excuses to use military technologies 
to try to hurt others. 

 Part of Salvation is a cessation of all military fighting.  It is about ending the hatred that exists 
between the different leaders of different countries.  We must stop wanting to hurt everyone.  We must 
stop wanting to hurt others.  That is plain and simple. 
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End of Incarcerations of Young Adults 
 Our schools will no longer produce graduates that will commit crimes and that will face 
incarceration.  We will fix the defects in education that make our young adults believe that they can 
commit crimes for a living after graduating from our schools.   

 Our schools will no longer tolerate graduating students that will have the potential to use illegal 
drugs, alcohol, tobacco, and/or firearms.  Our students will know how to destroy themselves.  They will 
understand how to preserve themselves through their relationships with God.   

They will understand that they will be under surveillance by God and by the Holy Spirit when 
they graduate from a grammar school, a middle school, a high school, and/or a college.  They will not 
want to jeopardize their Salvation by doing things that make no sense. 

We will create a population of graduates that will understand how the Criminal Justice System 
works.  They will not be like the kids that graduated before them.  They will understand what to do to 
get arrested.  They will know what not to do to get arrested. 

We will no longer need to incarcerate anyone at some point in the future.  It really does not do 
anything for Humanity.  Our students and graduates will just be trained to be more mature that to do 
illogical things that would cause them to have to suffer through incarceration. 

Ending incarcerations in part of the bonus of achieving Salvation.  It may be only a partially 
realizable goal. It may be a completely realizable goal.  We shall see if this part of Salvation will be 
achievable in the future. 

We Know That We Will Face Punishment 
 Our children and young adults do not know the kind of pain and suffering that happens after law 
enforcement officers catch them in committing crimes as juveniles or as adults.  These kids in these 
schools do not know that the local police department exists.  These young adults do not know anything 
about the Federal Criminal Justice System. 

 That must change.  Our kids and young adults must understand the penalties of the local 
criminal justice system and the federal criminal justice system before they graduate from any school.  
They cannot graduate in a state of ignorance about five or six mistakes that could cause them to face 
prosecutions and incarcerations. 

 They need to know the penalties that they will face if they continue to commit crimes.  They 
must understand the kinds of crimes that they may be capable of committing.  Substance abuse 
trafficking and being in possession of illegal drugs are two very serious problems for our young adults 
and adults.  They should have learned just how much trouble these issues would cause for them when 
they were in high school or in grammar school. 

 We must train our students to be intelligent with the way that they must understand the 
criminal justice system.  They must be educated about substance abuse crimes.  They must be educated 
about different types of crimes.  They must understand that God loves them.  They cannot continue to 
be left out in the dark about these issues anymore. 
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Our Space-Exploration Program 
 All scientists and engineers dream of exploring our Solar System.  The joy of having a new Space-
Exploration Program when we achieve Salvation would be unbelievable.  It would be a dream if we could 
send men and women to Mars and back to the moon safely in spaceships that really work. 

 We must behave ourselves in the way that we try to achieve Salvation.  God and the Holy Spirit 
can would love to give us the opportunity to explore our Solar System.  We must behave like men and 
women.  We cannot continue to behave like young adults that cry and complain about each other.  We 
must respect the fact that God had for seen a day when we would be able to explore space.  That was 
thousands of years ago when the created us. 

 Any space program must be a universal effort.  We should recruit and train astronauts from all 
over the world.  We should understand that spaceships should accommodate both men and women.  
They should take humane hygiene considerations into account. 

 We have gotten to a point with rockets that we need to replace them.  We need to develop a 
Clean Energy Generator.  We need to build a spaceship that uses electromagnetic forces and not rockets 
for propulsion. 

  Capsules are the way that we used to travel to and from space.  Unfortunately, capsules are not 
adequate to maintain human life for long periods of time in outer space.  A larger and more powerful 
spaceship might be better than what we have now.  It might be more spacious and comfortable.  Let us 
pray to God that we may be able to build such a vehicle in the future. 

An End to Pain and Suffering 
 Salvation will mean that we will no longer have excuses to feel pain and suffering.  Our loved 
ones will no longer die.  Unemployment will cease to exist.  Violent crimes will stop happening.  
Substance abuse that involves illegal drugs and alcohol will end.  The standard of living of all our 
brothers and sisters throughout Humanity will reach a humane and an unprecedented level. 

 Poverty and starvation will cease to exist.  God will find a way to help all of us to find food to eat 
for our kids, our family members, and for ourselves.  Malnutrition among babies, toddlers, and young 
adults will end all over the world. 

 It will be easier to find decent drinking water.  It would be easier to find humane sanitation.  It 
would be easier to find quality medical treatment in countries that struggle with poverty, homelessness, 
and unemployment. 

 The cost of living throughout the world will collapse.  That means that all workers and 
corporations will have a much higher amount of disposable income that they can use for higher levels of 
spending and to stimulate the world’s economy. 

 The economy will no longer drive people to a state of desperation that would cause them to 
want to commit crimes to survive.  Bank robberies will become rarer over time. 
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We Are All Equal 
 We will come to understand that God created us in His image and Likeness.  There is no 
difference between someone that lives in the United States and someone that lives in Russia.  We all 
answer to the same One True God.  God created all of us to love each other and to live together on this 
planet in harmony. 

 No one is better than anyone else.  A student that attends one school is not any better than a 
student that exists in another school.  God did not create some of us to be superior to others in our 
societies. 

 We must learn to love each other as equals.  We must learn to be humble in front of God and in 
front of each other.  We must learn that we all live in the same universe.  We all breath the same air.  
We all need the Sun to survive.  Most of us want to experience the joy of parenthood. 

 We want to share God’s love with others.  We want others to share God’s love with us. We want 
to see the Spirit of God when we look into the eyes of a newborn baby or into the eyes of a child. 

 The love that God has for one of us is not that different than the love that God has for everyone 
else.  God does not have favorites.  God looks at all of us and talks to us on the same level.  God does 
not create superior human beings.  It is not necessary to believe that such a thing is necessary. 

 Salvation is a recognition of the equality that we share with each other.  We are humble and 
modest in front of God.  We are humble and modest in front of Humanity.  That should be a universal 
attitude that we should collectively share with all our brothers and sisters all over the world. 

We Will Share a Common Love  
 Part of Salvation is a universal recognition that we all love God and that we all love each other as 
brothers and sisters.  We do not want to hurt our brothers and sisters.  We do not want to hurt 
ourselves. 

 We want to help our brothers and sisters to remain to be an eternal part of our Human Family.  
We do not want our children to face incarceration.  We want our children to face God’s Freedom in 
God’s Human family.  God wants all His children to remain to be Part of Humanity. 

 We love a boyfriend, a girlfriend, a fiancé, and/or a spouse.  God does not want our families to 
fall apart and to disintegrate.  God want married couples to stay together.  God wants them to develop 
their children together in a loving partnership. 

 God wants wrongful deaths that are as of a result of hatred between our brothers and sisters to 
end.  God wants His suffering to end.  God wants to stop counting the people that are murdered all over 
the world every day.  God does not deserve to continue to face this kind of pain and suffering. 

 We will someday try to achieve Salvation.  We will someday try to find love for all our brothers 
and sisters that have hurt us in the past.  We will be in a healing process as the process of forgiving our 
brothers and sisters will continue until it is finally complete.  We will strive to achieve Salvation while we 
are in the process of forgiving each other for the pain that we have shown each other in front of God. 
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